WORKSHOPS

Graduate Writer’s Retreat
Wednesday, October 9 | 9:00-12:00pm | SCC, Rm B
Learn More and Register

Graduate Writer’s Retreat
Tuesday, October 22 | 12:30-3:30pm | SCC, Rm B
Learn More and Register

Graduate Writer’s Retreat
Tuesday, October 29 | 2:00-5:00pm | SCC, Rm B
Learn More and Register

Graduate Writer’s Retreat
Thursday, November 7 | 11:30-2:30pm | SCC, Rm B
Learn More and Register

Writing a Dissertation of Thesis: Getting Started - Getting Done!
Saturday, November 9 | 12:30-5:00pm | Wellman Hall
Learn More and Register

Graduate Writer’s Retreat
Wednesday, November 20 | 1:00-4:00pm | SCC, Rm B
Learn More and Register

Graduate Writer’s Retreat
Tuesday, December 3 | 1:00-4:00pm | SCC, Rm B
Learn More and Register

RETREATS

Download Flyer with writer’s retreats dates and times. Writing retreats are an opportunity for graduate students and postdocs to dedicate time to their writing. Each retreat is 3 hours long and hosted by a Graduate Writing Fellow who provides drop-in consultation services for scholars seeking writing assistance.

WRITING CONSULTATIONS

Schedule a consultation
Graduate Writing Fellows offer one-on-one writing consultations with enrolled UC Davis graduate students and postdocs. We help scholars at any stage of the writing process.

WRITING PARTNERS PROGRAM

Find a Writing Partner
Writing can be an isolating experience, and one that feels daunting and never ending. Sometimes we want someone to look at our writing before we submit it to our advisors. By having a designated writing partner, you will have someone to go to for a brainstorming/discussion session. You can talk about how to structure your literature review or results section. You can make sure that the idea that you are trying to convey is actually reaching the reader.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS

Visit our website to view a full listing of this quarter’s events, or click on a competency below to see events in that category.

Success and Socialization | Writing and Publishing | Presentation Skills
Teaching and Mentoring | Leadership and Management
Professionalism and Ethics | Career Management
Wellness and Life Balance